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  SHORT ARMS. BIG WORK.
I’m a Latinx-Canadian artist known for bold, urban, hard-edged abstracts and integration of found elements. I live and work on a big island on the west coast of Canada (the land of the lək̓ʷəŋən People, known today as the Esquimalt and Songhees Nations) and am represented in London, UK by After Nyne Contemporary.
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  Join my Cult! STUDIO NEWS 























  
  



























  
  





  
    
      
      Sign up below to keep in touch with what I’m up to. 
This is your backstage pass where I share work in progress, images of new paintings (subscribers get first dibs on the release of new collections—most of the time!) You will also receive invitations to upcoming things and secret coordinates for buried treasure.
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    *Disclaimer: I am not for everyone, I cuss a lot and have questionable punctuation. :)
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